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HIDDEN DIRECT-FIT
This phrase means that each of our custom fit heaters attach seamlessly into your vehicle, 
completely out of sight and without taking up any valuable cab space. We bring each machine 
into our shop and customize a heater that fits ONLY that machine. Nobody else offers a full line 
of direct fit heaters like the INFERNO line of cab heaters brought to you by Universal Parts.     

Direct-Fit Heaters include ALL necessary components for installation, including:

     
     

Visit our website for a video walkthrough of a standard installation (See ‘Video Tutorials’ section)

     Heater Box with core and fan
     Brackets for a DIRECT-FIT into your machine
     Y-Fittings to splice into the radiator lines
     Fully adjustable louvers/vents (2 Defrost / 2 Floor)
     Heater Hose with hose clamps
     Duct to run from Heater Box to Louvers/Vents
     OE Style Rocker Switch (see pg 12 for Switch pictures)     OE Style Rocker Switch (see pg 12 for Switch pictures)
     All necessary wiring
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POLARIS 1-866-731-71691

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  Includes a custom “relocation bracket” for the ride 
command computer to create space for the heater.  
Features high performance fan with 3 year warranty.

POLARIS RZR TURBO DYNAMIX

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4129  2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  It features a high performance fan with a 3 year 
warranty and an OE style lighted switch.  Heater kit 
includes a Y-Fitting kit custom to the XP TURBO.

POLARIS RZR XP TURBO

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4128    2016-2018                             $449

This heater takes up every sq inch of space this machine 
has to offer and embodies our desire to bring custom 
direct-fit hidden cab heaters to the market through our 
INFERNO line!  It features a high performance fan with a 
4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  

POLARIS RZR TURBO-S

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4131  2019                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

POLARIS RZR 1000 XP

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4125  2014-2018                             $449



POLARIS www.infernoheaters.com2

POLARIS RZR 570

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4136  2012-2018 (Without Power Steering)                            $449
Z4146  2012-2018 (With Power Steering)              $449

This heater installs directly into factory bolt holes for an 
under dash mount.  It features a high performance fan with 
a 3 year warranty.  We also offer a model that is designed 
for machines with factory or aftermarket powersteering.

This heater installs directly into factory bolt holes for an 
under dash mount.  It features a high performance fan with 
a 3 year warranty.  We also offer a model that is designed 
for machines with factory or aftermarket powersteering.

POLARIS RZR 800/900

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4135  2008-2014 (Without Power Steering)                            $449
Z4145  2008-2014 (With Power Steering)              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

POLARIS RZR 900

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4126  2015-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the hood and does not take up any cab space.  
Remove the plastic mold under the hood and our heater 
fits PERFECT on this machine!  It features a high perfor-
mance fan with a 3 year warranty. 

POLARIS RZR RS1

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4130  2018                               $449



POLARIS 1-866-731-71693

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts over the steel square 
framing that runs under the dash.  A clean and compact 
install that is very popular for us! It features a high 
performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year 
warranty.  Includes OE style lighted rocker switch.

POLARIS RANGER 570 MID-SIZE

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4167  2014-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater installs easily behind the dash!  
It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour 
brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

POLARIS RANGER 1000 XP

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4169  2017                              $449
Z4185  2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts underneath a framing 
crosssbar under the gauge panel and does not take up any 
cab space.  It features a high performance fan with a 
4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style 
lighted switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

POLARIS RANGER 900 XP

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4165  2013-2018                             $449

This direct-fit hidden cab heater installs right under the 
hood panel and does not take up and cab space.  It 
features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush 
life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted switch fits 
right into the factory dash opening.  

POLARIS RANGER 800

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4160  2010-2015                             $449
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This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two framing 
bars under the hood and does not take up any cab space.  
Includes a custom switch & louver dash panel for installa-
tion.  Offer a DELUXE model for those with Power Steering.

HONDA PIONEER 700

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4905  2014-2018                             $449
Z4906  2017-2018 (DELUXE with Power Steering)              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts under the driver seat 
and does not take up any cab space.  It features a high 
performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year 
warranty.  The OE style lighted switch fits right into a 
custom dash panel included specifically for this kit!  

HONDA PIONEER 1000

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4915  2016-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

POLARIS GENERAL 1000

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4115  2016-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the hood and does not take up any cab space.  
It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour 
brush and a 3 year warranty.  Includes OE style switch.  

POLARIS RANGER 570 FULL SIZE

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4168  2015-2016                             $449
Z4171  2017-2018                             $449



HONDA - YAMAHA 1-866-731-71695

The YXZ is a compact machine but we took the time to 
custom fit this hidden direct-fit heater for it!   It features a 
high performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 
year warranty.  Includes OE style lighted switch and 
custom dash switch panel exclusive for the YXZ.

YAMAHA YXZ 1000

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4710  2016-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater fits perfectly mounted up over 
passenger side 2x2 square framing that is under the hood.  
As always, this heater does not take up any cab space . It 
features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush 
life and a 3 year warranty.  Includes OE style switch.

YAMAHA VIKING

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4705    2014-2018                             $449

Honda’s newly announced TALON offers a sport addition to 
its lineup.  This compact machine will get a hidden 
direct-fit heater consistent in design with the rest of our 
INFERNO lineup.  It will features our high performance fan 
with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.

HONDA TALON 1000

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4920  2019                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts under the hood and 
does not take up any cab space.  Features a custom switch 
panel and slim 1.5” defrost louvers to get air to the wind-
shield on this compact design!  Includes a high perfor-
mance fan with a 4,000 hour life and a 3 year warranty.  

HONDA PIONEER 500

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4910  2015-2018                             $449



YAMAHA - CAN AM www.infernoheaters.com6

This direct-fit heater mounts hidden under the dash and 
does not take up any cab space making sure you have the 
best looking heater setup available.  It features a high 
performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year 
warranty.  Includes OE style lighted switch.

CAN-AM COMMANDER

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4600  2009-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts over driver side wheel 
well and features fan shrouds to protect it from the 
elements.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

YAMAHA WOLVERINE X4

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4720  2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts over driver side wheel 
well and features fan shrouds to protect it from the 
elements.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

YAMAHA WOLVERINE X2

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4725  2019                              $449

A great fitting under the hood heater! This hidden heater 
mounts on framing bars under the hood panel and does not 
take up any cab space.  It features a high performance fan 
with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  
Includes OE style lighted switch for the dash.  

YAMAHA WOLVERINE

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4715  2016-2018                             $449



CAN AM 1-866-731-71697

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts behind the dash and 
does not take up any cab space.  Includes a custom dash 
panel for switches and the defrost louvers.  It features a 
high performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 
year warranty.  Includes OE style lighted switch.

CAN-AM DEFENDER

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4620  2016-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts up underneath the 
dash so it cannot be seen and does not take up cab space.  
It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour 
brush life and a 3 year warranty.  Includes OE style lighted 
switch that fits right into the factory dash opening.

CAN-AM MAVERICK TRAIL

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4607    2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater does not take up any cab 
space and is out of sight.  It features an industry leading 
high performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 
year warranty.  The OE style lighted switch fits right into 
the factory dash opening.  

CAN-AM MAVERICK X3

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4606  2017-2018                             $449

This direct-fit heater mounts hidden under the dash and 
does not take up any cab space making sure you have the 
best looking heater setup available.  It features a high 
performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year 
warranty.  Includes OE style lighted switch.

CAN-AM MAVERICK

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4605  2013-2018                             $449



ARCTIC CAT - TEXTRON www.infernoheaters.com8

The new Prowler PRO has been released by TEXTRON.  This 
direct-fit hidden heater will be available in the Fall of 2018 
and will have all the quality and features you have come to 
expect from the INFERNO line of cab heaters. Will features 
a high performance fan with a 3 year warranty.

TEXTRON PROWLER PRO

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4531  2019                              $449

Started by Arctic Cat and continued by TEXTRON the 
Prowler 500 is a popular compact option for riders.  This 
direct-fit hidden heater will be available in the Fall of 2018 
and will have all the quality and features you have come to 
expect from the INFERNO line of cab heaters. 

TEXTRON PROWLER 500

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4530  2015-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

TEXTRON WILDCAT XX

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4526  2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the gauge panel and does not take up any cab 
space.  It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

ARCTIC CAT WILDCAT

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4525  2015-2018 (SPORT AND TRAIL ONLY)                          $449



TEXTRON - KAWASAKI 1-866-731-71699

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts on two framing bars 
under the dash panel and does not take up any cab space.  
It features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour 
brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted 
switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

KAWASAKI MULE PRO

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4556  2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the center console and does not take up any 
cab space.  It features a high performance fan with a 
4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  Includes an 
OE style lighted switch.

KAWASAKI TERYX 800

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4550    2014-2018                             $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts on two framing bars 
under the drivers seat and does not take up any cab space. 
Features a high performance fan with a 4,000 hour brush 
life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style lighted switch fits 
right into the factory dash opening.  

TEXTRON HAVOC

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4541  2018                              $449

This hidden direct-fit heater mounts between two cross 
bars under the passenger seat and does not take up any 
cab space.  It features a high performance fan with a 
4,000 hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  The OE style 
lighted switch fits right into the factory dash opening.  

TEXTRON STAMPEDE

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
Z4540  2016-2018                             $449



UNIVERSAL FIT HEATERS www.infernoheaters.com10

Designed for the cab we do not sell a 
direct-fit heater kit for.   It features a high 
performance single speed fan with a 4,000 
hour brush life and a 3 year warranty.  
Directional louvers.   Has directional louvers 
allowing you to move air where needed.  
16,000 BTU Heater. Full kit components not 

UNIVERSAL FIT HEATER

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
AH1125  UNIVERSAL FIT (NO DEFROST)                           $300
AH1130  UNIVERSAL FIT (WITH DEFROST)               $325

UNIVERSAL FIT HEATER

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
AH1123  UNIVERSAL FIT HEATER                            $275

This universal fit heater is for the person 
who needs to design their heating system 
within a cab we do not sell a direct-fit 
heater kit for.   It features a high perfor-
mance single speed fan with a 4,000 hour 
brush life and a 3 year warranty.  Has 
directional louvers allowing you to move air 
where needed.  16,000 BTU Heater. Full kit where needed.  16,000 BTU Heater. Full kit 
components not included, heater box only.

This universal fit heater is for the person 
who needs to design their heating system 
within a cab we do not sell a direct-fit 
heater kit for.  Has a caged opening where 
the heat gets pushed out into the can.  It 
features a high performance single speed 
fan with a 4,000 hour brush life and a 3 
year warranty. 16,000 BTU Heater. Full kit year warranty. 16,000 BTU Heater. Full kit 
components not included, heater box only.

UNIVERSAL FIT HEATER

PART NO. YEARS                                        MSRP
AH1122  UNIVERSAL FIT HEATER                            $250



ACCESSORIES 1-866-731-716911 

Adjustable louvered vent for dash or defrost for 
2” hose.  Also see remote louver bezel option. 

CIRCLE VENT LOUVERS

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                      
Z17510  CIRCLE VENT LOUVER (A)                               
Z17512  CIRCLE VENT W/ REMOTE LOUVER BEZEL (B)                

(A)

(B)

Our thermostat bypass valve allows you to achieve quicker heat - 
instead of waiting for the engines thermostat to open up you can bypass 
the coolant with this valve so you can achieve optimal heat, quicker!

THERMOSTAT BYPASS VALVE

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z17500  THERMOSTAT BYPASS VALVE                             

A popular kit that includes (2) 1.00” Y-Fittings 
(Z17550), hose clamps and an in-line shut-off 
valve (Z15702).

1.00” Y-FITTING KIT

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z4556  1.00” Y-FITTING KIT                  

This 5/8" In-Line heater hose shut-off valve 
allows you to stop the flow of warm coolant 
from going through the heater core.  

SHUT-OFF VALVE

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z15702    IN-LINE SHUT-OFF VALVE                               

Y-FITTING SPLICES
PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z17551  FOR 7/8” RADIATOR HOSE                             
Z17550  FOR 1.00” RADIATOR HOSE                 
Z17555  FOR 1.25” RADIATOR HOSE                  
Z17556  FOR 1.50” RADIATOR HOSE                  

ALL Y-FITTING SIZES HAVE A 5/8” SPLICE
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ROCKER SWITCHES

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z17525  INFERNO HI - OFF - LO SWITCH (B)                          
Z17526  SCRIPT HI - OFF - LO SWITCH (A)                        
Z17527  HEATER SYMBOL ON - OFF SWITCH (C)                

Lighted rocker switches. Single or Multiple speeds.

(A)(B) (C)

5/8” Heater Hose sold by the foot.  Also sell 
grommets to use when fitting through panels.

5/8” HEATER HOSE

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
7003  5/8” HEATER HOSE (A)                                              
24519  5/8” RUBBER HEATER HOSE GROMMET (B)                 

(A)

(B)

Add to the number of louvers with this Extender 
Kit.  Used in crew cab applications or when 
driver desires extra driver/passenger louvers.

EXTENDER KIT

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z4103  LOUVER EXTENDER / ADD-ON KIT                            

Our duct work allows you to connect the 
heater box adapter to the louver / vent 
adapter for optimal air flow.

DUCT

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                      
Z19075    2” DUCT WORK (BY THE FOOT)                              

DEFROST VENT (THIN)
A defrost vent for compact dashes. Measures 1.25” 
wide by 6.75” in length with a 2” hose adapter.

PART NO. DESCRIPTION                                       
Z17515  DEFROST VENT                                                  



Universal Parts Inc
1404 22nd St N
Humboldt, IA 50548
1-866-730-7169
www.universalpartsinc.com
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